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ABSTRACT 

This thesis addresses issues related to the use of an active clamp (ACL) circuit in high- 

frequency PWM converters with an electrical isolation. 

Existing design guidelines and design trade-offs for the ACL in forward and flyback 

converters are reviewed, and specific properties of both circuits that are caused by the ACL are 

highlighted. Based on the obtained results, a robust single-switch active clamp (SS ACL) for the 

Weinberg converter is developed and evaluated using the Weinberg converter employed in the 

Space Station as an example. The ACL in the Weinberg converter provides recovery of the 

magnetic leakage energy, ZVS for all switches, and minimum voltage stresses on switches. 

Therefore, it allows a reliable high switching frequency operation without a significant increase of 

the switching losses. This makes the ACL Weinberg converter a prime candidate for high- 

voltage, high-power space distribution systems. 

This thesis also investigates impacts of the ACL on dynamic behavior of all the 

aforementioned circuits. The investigation led to the discovery of a significant detrimental effect 

that the ACL can have on dynamic characteristics of the ACL forward converters operated with 

the ZVS. A new small-signal model that predicts that effect is derived using the state-space 

averaging, and necessary steps for its elimination are proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Voltage clamps are regularly employed in isolated PWM converters [1,2]. Their function 

is to limit the maximum switch voltage excursion due to resonance between the circuit's parasitic 

inductances and capacitances. For example, Fig. 1(a) shows a circuit diagram that can be 

extended to a forward or flyback converter. The transformer in this figure is represented with a 

magnetizing inductance, L,, a leakage inductance, Ly, and an ideal transformer with the turns 

ratio. The capacitance C, is a sum of the MOSFET’s output capacitance, transformer winding 

capacitance, and output rectifier junction capacitance. Figure 1(b) shows typical switch voltage 

waveforms for forward and flyback converters. In a forward converter, during the switch’s off- 

state, the series combination of L,, and C, resonates with C,. Since Ly, is large, the L_-C, 

resonant frequency is very low. This resonance resets the transformer core, and ends as soon 

as the switch voltage decrease to the input voltage. In a flyback converter only L, resonates 

with C,. The resonant frequency of this ringing is much higher than in the forward converter, and 

affects the EMI characteristics of the circuit. 

The most often used clamps in isolated PWM converters are zener clamps [3] , resistor- 

capacitor-diode (RCD) clamps [4,5], and ACLs [6-20]. The ACL employs an active switch in 

series with a clamp capacitor, and is the most efficient of the three types. It maximizes the circuit 

efficiency by minimizing device voltage stresses, and by recovering the transformer’s parasitic 

magnetic energy. It also provides an inherent mechanism for achieving the zero-voltage- 
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inductances and capacitances in isolated switching converters: (a) 
a input side of an isolated single-ended converter, and (b) typical switch- 

voltage waveforms in the forward and flyback converters.



switching (ZVS) of both main and clamp switches. ZVS allows high-voltage converters to 

operate at higher switching frequencies with higher power density, but without a significant 

increase of switching losses. The main drawbacks of the ACL include increased complexity and 

higher cost, due to the presence of a high-side clamp MOSFET. The concerns of reliability 

prevented extensive use of ACLs in battery powered systems (such as satellites and aircrafts) 

where a high efficiency is demanded. On the other hand, high cost has prevented a widespread 

use of ACLs in commercial power supplies. 

However, new technologies are being developed that address these drawbacks. For 

example, new ICs with integrated low-side and high-side drivers eliminate the need for the gate- 

drive isolation circuitry of the NMOS clamp switch [21]. ACLs are also deemed very attractive 

for isolated “smart” power supplies. This is because the integration of power switches, drivers, 

and the PWM controller (and even C,) into a single piece of silicon almost entirely eliminates the 

aforementioned drawbacks. 

The major objectives of this work are to develop a robust ACL for the Weinberg 

converter for medium and high power space applications, and to investigate the impact of the 

ACL on dynamic behavior of ACL converters. 

The following chapter provides a detailed analysis - review of ACL forward and flyback 

converters, their design considerations, and design tradeoffs. Two modes of operation of an 

ACL forward converter are examined: the regular PWM mode, and the ZVS PWM mode. 

Chapter 3 presents several ACL realizations for Weinberg converter topologies, 

including a robust single-switch realization. Applicability of the developed ACL to the Weinberg 

converter is evaluated using the Weinberg converter employed in the Space Station as an 

example. 

Chapter 4 investigates effects of the ACL circuit on the small-signal properties of 

isolated ACL converters. ACL forward and flyback converters are discussed in detail, and the 
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results obtained are extended to other ACL converters. A new small-signal model for the ACL - 

forward converter is developed, ways of improving the circuit's dynamic properties and suggest.. 

The major conclusions of this work are presented in Chapter 5. 
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2. ACTIVE-CLAMP FORWARD AND FLYBACK PWM 

CONVERTERS 

This chapter provides a detailed analysis - review of ACL forward and _ flyback 

converters, their design considerations, and design tradeoffs. The ZVS operation attainable with 

the ACL in both circuit is discussed. Experimental ACL circuits are introduced that are used for 

the small-signal analysis later in Chapter 4. 

2.1. Active-Clamp Forward Converters 

A forward converter with an ACL connected across the transformer primary winding 

[6,8,12,13,16,19,20] is shown in Fig. 2.1(a). The ACL operates during D'T., when the main 

switch is in the off-state and conducts the transformer magnetizing current, /,. The ACL is 

lossless, in a sense that it does not dissipate the transformer magnetizing and leakage energy, 

but rather process it to the output. The ACL also offers a mechanism of utilizing Ly‘ s energy to 

achieve ZVS of the main switch, S. In the continuation, design issues related to the regular 

PWM and ZVS operations of this circuit are briefly discussed. 
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Figure 2.1. The active-clamp forward converter. (a) circuit diagram, and (b) 
characteristic circuit waveforms. 
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2.1.1. Regular PWM Operation of ACL Forward Converters 

The regular operation of an ACL forward converter can be explained using the 

characteristic circuit waveforms shown in Fig. 2.1(b). 

to =: ty: 

t; - tr: 

6b- t;: 

ts - ts: 

& - ta: 

ts- t4: 

t, - fs: 

ts - tg: 

S and Dew are conducting. The input current, /,, is a sum of the reflected output current, 

1, /N, and the magnetizing current, /,. S is turned off at t =. 

C, is linearly charged by /, /N, and V, linearly increases. At t =f, Vs reaches V;j,., and 

Dewu turns on. 

I, commutation from Dew to Dew. For the duration of this interval, C, is continuously 

charged from the output. At f =f3, Dew turns off. 

L» resonates with C,, thus transferring and a part of its energy to C,. Atf =, the Ly, - C, 

resonance brings V, up to V,, + V, , and S,‘s body diode turns on. 

ln quickly commutates from S to S, (and C,), and starts decreasing with the slope 

V, /Lm . For continuous transformer reset and ZVS of S,, a gate-drive signal should be 

applied to S, during the ¢; - ¢, time interval. 

|, continues to flow negative with the same slope as before it crossed through zero. S, 

is turned-off at t= t4. 

A newL,, - C, resonance starts that discharges C,. V, decreases and at f; drops to Vj. 

The voltage across the transformer is zero; Drw turns on again, providing a path |,,- 

freewheeling. At ¢ S is tuned on, starting an another switching cycle. 

VY, increases when V,, decreases, and vice versa: 

  

NV, 
Ve =e (2.1) 
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Since the maximum voltage stress on both S and S, is simply the sum of the input voltage Vi, ~ 

and the clamp capacitor voltage V, : 

NV, 
Vs =Vs, = Vin + Ve - Bp’? (2.2) 

it implies that the switch voltage has a minimum value for D = 0.5, and increases as the duty 

cycle increases or decreases. Designing the circuit (meaning, selecting the transformer turns 

ratio N), so that: 

Dmax = 1- Drin : (2.3) 

provides that the maximum clamp voltage is equal to the maximum input voltage. This results in 

switch voltage stresses for high and low line being the same. Also, the maximum voltage 

stresses on the diodes Dew and Dewu: 

V, V; 
Vb pwmax = “y = Vp ca max = “Vy ’ (2.4) 

are the same. These are the lowest voltage stresses attainable in a forward converter. 

2.1.2. ZVS Mode of Operation 

In low-power, off-line applications, requiring a high power density, it might be beneficial 

to design the ACL forward converter to operate with the ZVS, so that a very high switching 

frequency is feasible without a significant increase in switching losses. One way of 

accomplishing the ZVS in an ACL forward converter is to reduce the L,, [11,12,20]. 

Characteristic circuit waveforms for the resulting ZVS ACL forward converter are shown in Fig. 

2.2. Due to the reduction of L,, the /, is so large that in the time interval f, - f it can both 

support the output current and discharge the switch output capacitance. The magnetizing 

inductance, therefore, has to be selected so that in the whole load and line range the following 

expression is satisfied: 

1 - low ; 1 2 

3 bm In pk NN 2 3 osMin ’ (2.5) 

2. ACTIVE-CLAMP FORWARD AND FLYBACK PWM CONVERTERS 8
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where C, combines parasitic capacitances of the main switch, clamp switch, and freewheeling ~ 

diode, /;,,, is the peak negative magnetizing current, and /,,, is the valley-value of the output 

current. Since the clamp capacitor in steady-state maintains charge balance, and since the 

resonant intervals are very short, the peak positive magnetizing current, In pk » can be 

considered equal to the peak negative magnetizing current /,,.,. Then, the peak (positive or 

negative) magnetizing current finok =/inpk = in pk Can be expressed as: 

  

Vin DT,  NVATs 

  

j - _ 2.6 
mpk  2Lm 2Lm 2-8) 

Combining (2.5) and (2.6), the following equation is obtained: 

low)? NT.V, ? 
a L?, -(TslowYo + CsVin) Lm + (eve ) =0. (2.7) 

The valley-value of the output current is given by: 

_ Po _ (Vin ~ NV,) Vo Ts (2.8) 
/ —_ ’ ov” Vy V, 2L 

where L is the value of the output filter inductor. From (2.6)-(2.8) the required magnetizing 

inductance for the ZVS operation can be calculated. The actual L, has to be smaller that the 

smaller solution of (2.8). 

Clearly, the ZVS requires more magnetizing current at heavier loads; however, it is not 

so obvious whether low or high line constitutes the worst-case operating conditions. At high line, 

more energy is stored in C,, and thus more magnetizing energy is required for ZVS. However, at 

high line the output current ripple is larger, and the valley-value of the filter inductor current is 

smaller. Therefore, a smaller part of the magnetizing current will be needed to feed the output, 

and more current will remain for the ZVS. Figure 2.3 shows a 3-D plot of the magnetizing 

inductance as a function of the input voltage and the selected filter inductance. It can be seen 

that for lower filter inductances the worst-case condition (minimum L,,) occurs at the low line. 
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With the increase of the filter inductance, the worst-case operating condition moves toward the 

high line, due to reduction in the output current ripple. A significant increase of _ the 

magnetizing current changes the shape of the primary current from a trapezoidal into a 

triangular, resulting in less than 15 % increase of S’s and the transformer primary winding rms 

currents. This results in an increase of conduction losses, thus limiting the use of this ZVS 

scheme to lower-power applications. 

2.1.3. Clamp Design Considerations 

Clamp Capacitor: |n steady-state, the clamp capacitor maintains the charge balance 

within D’ 7, . C, is charged by the linearly falling magnetizing current /,, during ts - ts. So, for the 

desired clamp voltage ripple, AV., C, can be calculated as: 

_D?T? Vz 
C, = 2.9 

° 8L, AV, (2:9) 

AV, is also the switch voltage ripple, AV;. V; is a sum of the input voltage and the V, 

(V, = Vin + V.); hence C, can also be expressed as: 

DD’? TZ AV; 

8 Lin V5 
  C, = ; (2.10) 

AV, /V; is usually selected to be from .1 to .2 (a 10-to-20 % AV.). A smaller AV, / V, 

requires a larger clamp capacitor which can result in high switch voltage stresses and the 

transformer saturation during transient conditions (line and load disturbances) [20]. The worst- 

case C, from (2.10) is obtained for the minimum duty cycle (high line). 

For the same AV,, the size of the clamp capacitor for ZVS operation is much larger than 

for regular PWM operation. Neglecting the leakage inductance, it implies from (7) that: 

Ces _ um 

Co. = Lmas 
    (2.11) 
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The rms current through C, is: 

lors = /mpk 4D'/3 : (2.12) 

where In px iS given by (2.6). Obviously, C, conducts much more current for ZVS operation that 

for regular PWM operation. 

Clamp Switch: lf the clamp switch, S,, is implemented with an N-type MOSFET, then 

its gate-driver has to be isolated. The need for an isolation is eliminated if a P-type MOSFET is 

employed [8]. The body diode of S, can be used, but it can also be blocked and replaced by a 

fast external antiparallel diode. 

The major active-clamp loss is the conduction loss due to S.. For regular PWM 

operation this conduction loss is very small, since S, conducts the magnetizing current, which is 

only a small fraction of the input current. Therefore, S, can be very small. However, S, for ZVS 

operation is likely to be larger due to significant increase of the magnetizing current. 

2.1.4. Experimental Active-Clamp Forward Circuit 

An experimental forward converter is designed to operate from a regulated 120-V bus 

down to 28 V, and for the output power of 200 W. This circuit is used for the small-signal 

analysis later in Chapter 4. To clearly illustrate the impact of the ACL on the small-signal 

characteristics only a low esr polypropylene capacitor (80 .F) is employed at the output so that 

the esr zero is at very high frequency. The switching frequency in this circuit is 100 kHz. Other 

circuit parameters are given in Appendix A. 

Figure 2.4 shows experimental switching waveforms for regular PWM and ZVS 

operation, respectively. C, for both cases is designed for AV, of 10%. Figure 2.5 shows the 

ZVS resonant transition for the circuit operated with the ZVS. At 200 W and given operating 

conditions, the efficiency with the ZVS is somewhat lower than without the ZVS, which could be 

expected for the relatively high power level, low input voltage and low switching frequency). 

2. ACTIVE-CLAMP FORWARD AND FLYBACK PWM CONVERTERS 13
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Figure 2.4. Experimental switching waveforms for the ACL forward converter: 
(a) regular PWM mode of operation, and (b) ZVS mode of operation: 
top: main switch gate-drain voltage, 20 V/div 
upper midle: main switch current, 5 A/div 
lower midle middle: clamp current, 5 A/div 
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Figure 2.5. The ZVS transition detail for the ZVS ACL forward converter: 
top: main switch date-drain voltage, 20 V/div 
upper midle: main switch current, 1.5 A/div 

lower midle middle: clamp current, 1.5 A/div 
bottom: main switch voltage, 100 V/div 
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2.2. Active-Clamp Flyback Converters 

The performance of the flyback converter very much depends on the the transformer 

leakage inductance (typically about 1 % of the magnetizing inductance), and the leakage energy 

generated during the switch conduction. The ACL circuit effectively utilizes this leakage energy 

for the ZVS of the main switch [Stojcic, Watson]. ZVS ACL flyback converters are an alternative 

to ZVS ACL forward converters in high-frequency high power density applications. 

2.2.1. Operation of Active-Clamp Flyback Converters 

An ACL flyback converter with characteristic circuit waveforms is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

Knowing that the clamp voltage has to be higher than the reflected output voltage, the converter 

operation for one switching cycle is described as follows: 

to-t&: S is conducting, while S, is off. The input current, /,, the leakage current, /,, and the 

magnetizing current, /,, are all the same, and increase at the rate given by V,,/L,. At 

t=, S is turned off. 

t,-t: The input current /,, continues to increase, charging C,. /, starts decreasing when V, 

reaches Vin, V; keeps increasing, reaching V;,+K V,, and shortly after that Vi,+V, (at 

f=f,). D and the body diode of S, turn on. The voltage across L,, is clamped to K V,. 

to-f3: li, is zero; J, flows through Ly, the body diode of S,, and C,, and decreases with the 

slope (Vo-KV.)/Ly. tn decreases much more slowly, with the slope KV,/L,. The 

difference between the two currents, /,-/,, flows through the primary of the ideal 

transformer. /p starts from zero and is equal to K (/,,- I,), because /, = |, att=t. This 

is the major difference compared to the conventional PWM flyback converter, where the 

output current abruptly jumps to K/,,. Applying a gate-drive signal to S, before t=t, 

assures ZVS of S., and allows the leakage current to reverse direction. 

2. ACTIVE-CLAMP FORWARD AND FLYBACK PWM CONVERTERS 16
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Figure 2.6. The active clamp flyback converter: (a) circuit diagram, (b) 
characteristic circuit waveforms. 
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tz-t4: I, flows negative, from C,, through S, and Ly. The energy previously stored in C, is © 

being delivered to the load through the ideal transformer. At t=f, S, is turned off. 

t4-ts: I, again being /,, starts increasing, and discharging C;. Due to the increase of Ix, |, 

starts decreasing. Assuming that the energy stored in the leakage inductance is greater 

than the energy stored in the switch output capacitance: 

1 1 
pk lic pk > ZoeNs (2.13) 

C, will be completely discharged (at f=). The body diode of S starts conducting. 

ts-t : S is turned on while its body diode is conducting, yielding the ZVS. At f=t., /, reaches 

zero and /, is the reflected magnetizing current, K Ip. 

ts-t7: I, flows positive, and linearly increases. At t=f;, J, reaches /,,, and /, is zero. D turns 

off, and the next operating cycle begins. 

The operation described above can be referred to as “continuous” clamp current 

operation. This means that the clamp switch is turned on while the clamp current is still flowing 

through its body diode, thus allowing natural commutation from the MOSFET body diode to the 

MOSFET channel. In the forthcoming section on design considerations, we will also examine 

the operation with a “discontinuous” clamp current, where we delay turn on of the clamp switch, 

so that the clamp current stays zero for a certain time interval, thus reducing the amount of 

circulating energy. 

A significant change in the flyback converter properties introduced by the ACL is the 

elimination of discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) of operation (assuming /, is continuous). In 

Figure 2.7(a) the equivalent circuit during the D’ 7, interval is shown. Figure 2.7(b) shows three 

ets of switching waveforms for K=1 that illustrates how DCM is eliminated by an ACL. 

Essentially, the ACL allows /,, to flow negative. fp, is the difference between /,, and /y., as 

explained above. These two currents always start from the same value, but end up at the 
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Figure 2.7. CCM-only conduction mode in the ACL flyback converter: (a) equiva- 

lent circuit during D’7;, and (b) circuit waveforms during D’Ts. 
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same value only for the zero-load condition. The peak negative and positive /, are always © 

equal, because /;, in the D’ T, is equal to /,, and C, has a charge balance. 

The elimination of DCM improves the cross-regulation of the multiple-ouput circuits. It 

also eliminates an increase of the circuit output impedance that occurs in DCM operation. This 

could be important in distributed power systems, such as those found in spacecrafts and 

satellites. 

The ACL does not solve the problem of the parasitic ringing across the secondary 

rectifier. For this purpose an RC snubber should be used. This snubber will somewhat reduce 

the peak clamp current, so that the amount of circulating energy in the clamp will be reduced. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.8, where the clamp current is given for several different values of the 

output rectifier snubber capacitor. Note that the other impact of the RC snubber is that it reduces 

the energy available for discharging the switch output capacitance. 

2.2.2. Controlled ZVS Operation 

Unlike the ZVS ACL forward converter, which achieves the ZVS by utilizing the 

magnetizing inductance, the flyback converter for the ZVS utilizes the leakage inductance. The 

energy in the transformer leakage inductance is usually sufficient for the ZVS at the full load 

only. For high-voltage, high switching frequency applications, it might be desirable to keep the 

ZVS in much wider load ranges. There, either the transformer leakage inductance has to be 

increased, or an additional resonant inductor has to be employed. 

Analysis and design of an ACL flyback converter with a controlled ZVS range are 

completely explained in [18]. Some additional benefits of employing a resonant inductor, such 

as softer reverse-recovery of the output rectifier and alower output EMI, are also discussed. 
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Figure 2.8. Leakage current (input current + clamp current) for different output 
rectifier RC snubber capacitors. 
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2.2.3. Clamp Design Considerations 

Clamp Capacitor: C,-design in the ACL flyback converter is based on the Ly-C, 

resonant frequency, and not on the maximum switch voltage ripple (as it was the case for the 

ACL forward converter). For a proper circuit operation it should not be allowed that one-half of 

the L,.-C, resonant period is shorter then the maximum off-time of S [18]: 

D’2 

Ly? f? 

It can be seen from (2.14) that employing L, (for controlling ZVS range), results in the size 

Ce iV (2.14) 

reduction of C,, which is a benefit - considering that C, can be quite large. 

The steady-state V,, can be approximately calculated as: 

2 lepk 
Ve = KVeo + 

° ° " D'Ts 
Li. (2.15)   

where the peak clamp current, /-p, iS approximately equal to the peak magnetizing (and 

leakage) current, (Im pk = Lx pk)- 

The rms current of the clamp capacitor is: 

lems = Ixpk (D'/3 , (2.16) 

In the ACL flyback converter, this current can be significant, and C, has to be of a good quality. 

Figure 2.9 shows the transformer leakage current for several values of the clamp 

capacitor. It can be seen that increasing the clamp capacitance above a certain value does not 

Cause any Significant change in the leakage current. 

Clamp Switch: |n selecting S,, its rms current: 

dD’ 

Isc mms = Ix pk 6 ’ (2.18) 
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Leakage current (input current + clamp current) as a function of 

clamp capacitance. 
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Figure 2.11. | The operation with a discontinuous clamp: (a) circuit waveforms, and 
(b) a clamp switch realization with blocking and antiparallel diode. 
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should be considered. This rms current can be quite large. In Figure 2.10(a) circuit currents are ~ 

shown for a high duty cycle, where S, (channel) processes much less current than S, and can be 

rated for a smaller current. The second case, shown in Fig. 2.10(b) is for a small duty cycle, and 

relatively small Ly. There, S, and S process comparable currents. This is the worst-case 

operating condition (high-line, full-load) for S¢. 

Therefore, the clamp conduction loss in the ACL flyback converter can be high, 

particularly for small duty cycles. In order to reduce this loss, the turn-on of S, can be delayed to 

shortly before the turn-on of S. This mode of operation, previously referred to as the 

“discontinuous clamp current” mode, is illustrated in Fig. 2.11(a). By delaying the turn on of the 

clamp switch, the clamp voltage can be controlled. The proper S, realization that prevents the 

reverse-recovery conduction of the MOSFET body diode is shown in Fig. 2.11(b). 

2.2.4. Experimental Active-Clamp Flyback Converter 

An experimental ACL flyback converter was developed for operation at V;,=60 V, 

Vp. = 24 V, 100 kHz switching frequency, and for a 144 W output power. This circuit is used for 

the small-signal analysis later in Chapter 4. To clearly illustrate the impact of the ACL, a low esr 

polypropylene capacitor (60 uF) is employed at the output, so that the esr zero is at a very high 

frequency. Other circuit parameters are given in Appendix A. 

In Figure 2.12 two sets of switching waveforms for the ACL flyback converter are shown. 

The first set is for regular operation, where ZVS is achieved by utilizing the transformer Ly. The 

second set shows circuit waveforms for the controlled ZVS operation (with an additional resonant 

inductor L,). Note that /, is not of a straight-line shape; however, this is not because the of a too 

small C,. Namely, V, is only slightly higher than K V,, and /, generates a voltage drop on the 

switch body diode, which adds to the leakage inductance voltage, commanding a certain current- 

fall slope. When /, reverses the direction, it starts generating a voltage drop on the MOSFET on- 
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Figure 2.12. Switching waveforms for V = 60 V, V = 24 V, and P = 144 W, ACL 
flyback converter: (a) without a resonant inductor, and (b) with a 7 uF 
resonant inductor for controlling the ZVS range. 
top: main switch gate-source voltage, 20 V/div 

upper-middle: leakage current, 2.5 A/div, {5 A/div with Lr) , 
lower-middle: output rectifier current, 5 A/div; (10 A/div with Lr) 
bottom: main switch voltage, 200 V/div. 
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resistance which subtracts from the leakage inductance voltage, thus reducing the current-fall © 

slope. As the /, further decreases, the voltage drop on the channel’s on-resistance further 

increases, thus additionally reducing the current slope. This gives an impression of the current’s 

resonant behavior and may lead a designer to a wrong conclusion that the clamp capacitance 

should be increased. These parasitic voltage drops are also present in the switch voltage 

waveform. 

The second set of waveforms is for the controlled ZVS mode of operation (with an 

additional resonant inductor). The insertion of the resonant inductor increases the clamp voltage, 

thus largely eliminating the effects of non-ideal S, described above. 

2.3. Conclusions 

in this chapter, operation, design considerations, and design trade-off issues for ACL 

forward and flyback converter are presented. The ACL’s benefits range from high efficiency, 

minimal device’s stresses, to the optimal utilization of the transformer corein forward converters. 

The ACL offers an inherent mechanism for achieving ZVS, thus allowing a very high switching 

frequency (and higher power density), without a significant increase in switching losses. On the 

other hand, with today’s technology the ACL is still rather expensive, and not likely to be 

employed in cost-sensitive applications. 
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3. ACTIVE-CLAMP WEINBERG CONVERTERS 

In this chapter, several ACL realizations for the basic and improved Weinberg topologies 

are presented. Those realizations and properties of the obtained ACL Weinberg converters are 

explained and illustrated on a dc-dc Weinberg converter employed in the Space Station. 

3.1. Basic and Improved Weinberg Converter Topologies 

3.1.1. Fundamentals 

A Weinberg converter, shown in Fig. 3.1, is a PWM, current-fed, push-pull, buck-derived 

topology [22]. It combines operational principles of a forward converter and a flyback converter. 

During DT,, energy is being transferred to the output through the transformer, as in a forward 

converter. However, energy is also stored in the coupled inductor, which is then released to the 

output during D’ T, , as in a flyback converter. Note that D’ T, is the time interval during which 

both switches are off. Therefore, 7, refers to the conversion period, which is one-half the 

switching period of the individual switches. 

Operation of the basic Weinberg converter is shown in Fig. 3.2. The voltage conversion 

ratio and the duty cycle are given by: 

— , and 3.1.a 
Vz, ND+KD' ( ) 

V,K 
D= ° , (3.1.b) 

Vin -V,(N -K) 
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Figure 3.2: Operation of a basic Weinberg converter. (a) circuit diagram, and (b) 
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where N and K are the turns-ratios previously defined for forward and flyback converters. The ~ 

output current is fed from the input during DT, , and from the coupled inductor during D’ 7, : 

Ni DT. 
Io -| ‘P s (3.2) 

K lip D'T,° 

It follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that for K = AN, the Weinberg circuit has the same conversion 

ratio as a simple forward converter, with “continuous” output current. The output current actually 

dips down to zero and increases back for a very short time during the switching. However, the 

frequency of this dipping is very high, and it does not increase a required attenuation at the 

switching frequency. 

The Weinberg converter has two inherent problems: asymmetry in switch voltage 

waveform, and the presence of residual flux in the transformer [22-23]. The asymmetry is 

presented in Fig 3.2. In the forward mode (DT,), S; and D,; are conducting, while the voltage 

stress across S, is double the reflected output voltage, 2NV,. When S; is turned off, D, turns 

off, and the flyback rectifier, D3, turns on, allowing energy to be released from the flyback 

inductor to the output. The problem here is that during D’' T, (both switches off), there is no path 

at the primary for the magnetizing current. Consequently, D2 at the secondary has to turn on to 

conduct the magnetizing current. The output voltage is then applied across the upper secondary 

winding. This voltage is reflected to the primary, which for NV, increases/decreases the 

voltage stress on S, and S2, respectively. In the next switching cycle, the voltage stress is 

increased on S, and reduced on S;. Therefore, both switches have to be designed for this higher 

voltage stress: 

S12 "lV, +V,(K +N), Or Vy, +V>(K —N) D'T, 

The voltage stress on the flyback rectifier D3 is lower than in the flyback converter: 

Vo3 = we +V,, (3.4) 
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The second problem of this circuit is residual flux in the transformer during the switch’s ~ 

off-state. This residual flux is caused by the presence of the secondary voltage, and may bring 

the transformer core into saturation. 

The mentioned problems can be solved by modifying the Weinberg circuit as shown in 

Fig. 3.3(a) [23]. In [22] this circuit is referred to as an improved Weinberg converter. It employs 

two flyback rectifiers in series with the secondary of the flyback inductor, D3 and D,. During the 

off-state of the switches these rectifiers are conducting, and the transformer secondaries are 

shorted. This keeps rectifiers D,; and D2 reverse-biased, and no reflected output voltage appears 

at the primaries. The voltages across both switches during off time are, therefore, equal, and 

given by: 

(3.5) 
V _ {2NV, DT, 
S12 "WV t KV D'T,” 

The voltage stress during D’T, is usually higher than the voltage stress during D7,, as shown 

in Fig. 3.3(b}. 

However, the voltage stress asymmetry is not eliminated, but only transferred from the 

switches S, and S; to the flyback rectifiers D3 and Da: 

Vo34 = Vin -NV.)/K, or WV, —NV,)/K + 2V,. (3.6) 

Therefore, the maximum voltage stress on D3 and D, in the improved Weinberg circuit is for V, 

higher than the voltage stress on the basic topology’s D3. 

One disadvantage of both Weinberg topologies is the sensitivity of the circuit 

performance to the magnetic’s leakage inductance. Note that the leakage inductance in this 

circuit is plentiful, because the coupled inductor and the push-pull transformer have inherently 

high leakage inductance. 
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3.1.1. Example of Improved Weinberg Converter Employed in Space 

Station 

Due to its radiation immunity, reliability, and high efficiency, the Weinberg circuit has 

been well established, and often employed in medium-to-high power space applications [24]. 

The flyback inductor at the input provides inherent current protection, and protection against 

transformer saturation. Though the converter is current-fed, a continuous output current can be 

achieved. This makes the circuit suitable for low output voltage and high output current 

applications. Careful selection of the turns ratios K and N leads to optimization of the circuit 

performance. For example, decreasing K lower than N introduces some discontinuity in the 

output current, but reduces the switch voltage stress during D’ T,. 

Figure 3.4(a) shows an example of an improved Weinberg converter employed in the 

Space Station. It is a 6.25-kW, dc-to-dc converter unit, employed to provide a regulated 123-V 

bus voltage from a 115 V- 173 V primary power system. The switching frequency was 40 kHz 

(80-kHz conversion frequency). N and K were 0.8 and 0.5, respectively. The inequality of the 

turns ratios resulted in reduced maximum switch voltage stress (ideally, 245 V at high line, 

during D’T,). 

Though custom design of magnetics resulted in the leakage inductance as low as 

L,, = 0.26 pH for the flyback inductor, and L,;, =Ly+2 =0.24 wH for the transformer, the leakage 

energy was very high - about 2 % of the output power. To recover this energy and reduce 

maximum switch voltage stress, a non-dissipative resonant LC snubber was designed. In 

addition, an RCD snubber was designed to suppress parasitic oscillations between the leakage 

inductance and MOSFET output capacitance. However, the RCD snubber was rather 

ineffective, because the employed custom MOSFET (400 V - 9.2 mQ on-resistance), had as 

much as 15 nF @ 25 V output capacitance. The snubber parameters are given in Fig. 3.4(a). 
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Figure 3.4: Example of a 6.25-kW Improved Weinberg converter used in Space 
Station. (a) circuit diagram, and (b) experimental and simulation 
waveforms. 
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Experimental measurements and the simulation results for the developed model are ~ 

shown in Fig. 3.4(b) [15]. The peak switch voltage stress (for high line) was 325 V-compared to 

245 V in the ideal case, which is an overshoot of about 30 %. In addition, excessive voltage 

ringing still appears across the switches, thus degrading circuit EMI characteristics. 

For this application the resonant snubber performed satisfactorily. This is first due to low 

switching frequency (40 kHz), and due to small MOSFET on-resistance. Namely, the selection 

of the resonant snubber capacitor involves a trade-off between the voltage stresses and 

circulating current through the switches. However, the effect of circulating currents was very 

limited, while the achieved reduction in switch voltage stress allowed safe use of 400-V devices. 

Nevertheless, capacitive discharge loss and the loss due to damping snubbers were still 

significant. In addition, DCM mode of operation posed severe Jimitations on the bus impedance 

spec. Proposed solutions for lowering the output impedance in DCM included increasing the 

switching frequency, or increasing the output filter capacitance. Penalties for those solutions 

were increased switching and snubbing losses (first method), and increased weight (Second 

method). In the continuation, a robust ACL realization is proposed that provides: 

e recovery of the leakage energy, 

e elimination of switching and (snubber) damping losses, 

e prevention of the DCM mode of operation, and 

e higher switching frequency operation without a significant efficiency penalty. 
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3.2. Active Clamp Realizations for Improved Weinberg Converter 

In this section, several ACL realizations for improved Weinberg converter are presented. 

As discussed in the previous two chapters, the ACL operates during D’'T,. The improved 

Weinberg converter during D'7, has the properties of a flyback converter. Therefore, very 

similar considerations for the clamp design and clamp influence on the circuit operation can be 

expected here as for a flyback converter. 

3.2.1. Single Active Clamp 

In Figure 35(a) previously discussed snubbers are replaced by a single ACL. The clamp 

switch is turned on after one of the main switches is turned off, and is turned off before the 

second main switch is turned on. Therefore, it operates at the circuit’s conversion frequency. 

Delays between the switching are introduced to provide the ZVS for all switches, as has been 

explained for the ACL flyback converter. The clamp capacitor is C,=10 IF, designed 

according to (2.16). 

In Figure 3.5(b) simulation results for the Space Station’s Weinberg circuit are shown. 

From these results, it can be concluded that the single ACL realization is not applicable to the 

Weinberg converter. This is because the clamp does not prevent the resonance between the 

transformer leakage inductance and switch output capacitance. 
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Figure 3.5: The improved Weinberg converter with single active-clamp. (a) circuit 
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3.2.2. Two-Switch Active Clamp (2S ACL) 

An improved Weinberg converter with one ACL per each S is shown in Fig. 3.6(a). S.1 

and S.2 in this topology may be driven in several different ways. Simulation results, shown in 

Figure 3.6(b), are obtained for the following driving sequence: S,. is turned on after the turn-off 

of S,, and S,,; is turned on after the turn-off of So. 

With two ACLs, the peak switch voltage overshoot is reduced from 30 % (with the LC 

snubber), to less than 12 %. In addition, ZVS of the main switches can be observed. 

The adopted driving sequence for the clamp switches offers an optimal utilization of the 

leakage energy and the widest ZVS range. This can be seen from the clamp currents /,; and /,2 

in Fig. 3.6(b). Clamp capacitors C,; and C,2 do not release the received energy immediately. 

C.1, for example, is charged after the S, is turned off through the body diode of the S,;. Since 

the gate drive is not applied to S,, its current /,; cannot reverse the direction, and the received 

energy remains conserved in C,;. S,; is turned on shortly after the turn-off of S.. The energy 

stored in C,; is delivered to the output through the flyback inductor, and some energy is stored in 

Li; and Liz, (and not in Li). When S,,; is turned off, and prior to turn-on of S;, energy stored in 

Lit; and L, is used to discharge C,,; and C.>. However, C,; is discharged much faster, since at 

S_1 turn-off all current is flowing through Liy,. This implies that the leakage energy is mostly used 

to discharge the parasitic capacitance of the main switch next to be turned on. Note that C,, is 

additionally charged after S, is turned on, during DT,. This is very similar to the discontinuous 

clamp current operation of the ACL flyback converter discussed in Section 2.2.3. 

In the improved Weinberg converter a single clamp capacitor can serve both ACLs [15]. 

The resulting two-switch ACL (2S ACL), is shown in Fig. 3.7. Here, both S,, and S. are 

Operated from the same driver, at the converter’s conversion frequency. The transformer 

leakage energy in this scheme is not utilized as optimally as it would be if two separate ACLs 

were used [15]. 
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Figure 3.6: The improved Weinberg converter with an active-clamp per-switch. 
(a) circuit diagram, and (b) simulation waveforms. 
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Figure 3.7: The improved Weinberg converter with a two-switch active clamp (2S 

ACL). (a) circuit diagram, and (b) simulation results. 
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The discussed ACL implementations have an inherent problem: the currents through the ~ 

body diodes of the clamp switches do not always commutate naturally to their respective 

channels. For the first implementation (two ACLs), the body diodes experience some reverse 

recovery during D’T,, as well as during D7,. The 2S ACL realization provides natural /,- 

commutation D'T, , but not during D7T,. This is not desirable in space applications due to long 

reverse recovery and poor reliability of the MOSFET’s body diodes. . 

3.2.3. Single-Switch Active Clamp (SS ACL) 

Besides reverse-recovery problems, the discussed ACL realizations require two 

additional high-side switches, which increases the complexity and cost of the circuit. In this 

section, a robust ACL realization is proposed that employs only one clamp MOSFET, and does 

not rely on the conduction of its body diode. 

Derivation of a single-switch ACL (SS ACL) is shown in Fig 3.8, where S,, and S,.2, are 

replaced with only one clamp switch, S,, and a bridge rectifier D.1.4. The SS ACL in the 

improved Weinberg converter with the corresponding simulation results are shown in Fig. 3.9. 

The SS ACL provides all the benefits of the previous two realizations, without utilizing the clamp 

switch body diode. This improves circuit reliability, though it increases the clamp conduction 

loss. 

The principle of operation for the Weinberg converter with SS ACL is very similar to the 

operation of the ACL flyback converter. Here, the clamp capacitor maintains the charge balance 

within the whole switching interval, and not only during D’7,. It can also be noticed from the 

simulation results that /, during D’ 7, decreases with two different slopes. The initial sharp decay 

is due to transformer leakage inductance, which delays the turn-off of D; or D>. The reflected 
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Figure 3.8: Derivation of a single-switch active clamp (SS ACL) for the improved 
Weinberg converter. 
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Figure 3.9: The improved Weinberg converter with aSS ACL. (a) circuit diagram, 
and (b) simulation results. 
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output voltage remains present across the transformer primary windings, thus increasing the ~ 

voltage across the leakage inductance, and causing an abrupt current fall. 

Another impact of the transformer leakage inductance is that /, unequally splits to /,,, and 

lita [15]. The difference between the two currents increases with the increase of L;;. The larger 

current of the two discharges the parasitic capacitance of the main switch which is next to be 

turned on. This increases the utilization of the leakage energy for the ZVS, as it can be 

observed from the S; voltage and current waveforms in Fig 3.9(b). The body diode of S, 

conducts prior to S, turn-on, implying that Cs; is completely discharged. Conversely, at S» turn- 

on, which is also under zero-voltage, Cs, does not discharge completely. This is indicated by the 

dip in the voltage waveform of S, which does not reach zero. 

3.3. Basic Weinberg Circuit With SS ACL 

Either 2S ACL or SS ACL can be implemented in the basic Weinberg topology as well. 

The basic Weinberg converter with SS ACL is shown in Fig. 3.10(a). The ACL in basic 

Weinberg topology provides an important additional benefit. This new circuit combines good 

features of both basic and improved topologies: low switch voltage stress (as in the improved 

Weinberg topology), and only one flyback diode D with low voltage stress (as in the basic 

topology). Namely, the ACL shorts the primary windings of the transformer, allowing the 

freewheeling of the magnetizing current through the primary windings, and keeping D, and D, 

reverse-biased. Therefore, stresses in the basic Weinberg converter with ACL are: 

2NV, (DT,) 
Vs42 (y + V, (D' T;) 3 (3.7.a) 

Vp3 = Vn ve) +V,, (3.7.b) 

Vp12 = 2V, ’ (3.7.C) 
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Figure 3.10: |The basic Weinberg converter with aSS ACL. (a) circuit diagram, and 

(b) simulation results. 
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where V, (the clamp voltage), is slightly higher than the output voltage reflected to the primary of © 

coupled inductor (K V,). 

Simulation results for this converter are shown in Fig. 3.10(b). Since the secondary 

windings of the transformer are open, no current asymmetry can be supported at the primary 

side. The implication of this is that the currents flowing through the primary windings of the 

transformer must be equal. This greatly simplifies the circuit’s operation, as it eliminates the 

previously discussed impact of the transformer leakage inductance. Nevertheless, elimination of 

the current asymmetry lowers the utilization of the transformer leakage energy for ZVS, as the 

same amount of the leakage energy is used for discharge of the output capacitances of both 

main switches. 

3.3.1. Operation of the Basic Weinberg Circuit with SS ACL 

Four major topological modes, shown in Fig. 3.11, can be identified in the basic 

Weinberg converter with SS ACL. There are several resonant topological modes, which are 

important for understanding the ZVS mechanism, and are essentially the same as for the flyback 

converter. Respecting all the assumptions established in the previous chapter, the converter 

operation for one switching cycle is described as follows: 

f.-%: Sand D, are conducting, while S, is off. The voltage across S, is 2NV,. Energy is 

being stored in the flyback inductor. 

t,-t: SS, and S», are off, and so are D, and D2. Energy, previously stored in the flyback 

inductor, is released to the output through D. /, flows through D,3 and Deg. /, starts to 

increase from zero, which is identical to the situation for the ACL flyback converter. S, 

should be turned on before the clamp capacitor current /, reverses, so that it is is turned- 

on with ZVS. 
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b-t: 1, flows negative through S,, D.3 and D.4. The energy, previously stored in C., is being ~ 

delivered to the load through the flyback inductor. 

t3- tq: S> and D2 are conducting, and S, is off. The voltage across Sz is first clamped to V, for 

some time, and then oscillates around 2NV,. Energy is again being stored in the 

flyback inductor. 

The ZVS is obtained in the same fashion as in the ACL flyback converter, simply by 

introducing a delay between the turn-off of the clamp switch and turn on of a main switch 

[Stojcic]. 

3.4. Design Considerations 

Design considerations for SS ACL in both basic and improved Weinberg converters are 

very similar to those for the flyback converter, involving selection of the clamp capacitor, and 

determining the driving strategy for the clamp switch(es). However, the ACL imposes additional 

constraint on the selection of turns ratios N and K. 

3.4.1. Impact of ACL on the Selection of Turns-Ratios N and K 

While selecting the turns ratios N and K the following condition should be satisfied: 

Vinmint KV, > 2NV,. (3.8.a) 

Inequality (3.8.a), which can also be expressed as: 

Vi 
K>2N- Vv (3.8.b) 

0 

requires that the voltage stress during the flyback mode of operation (D'T,) be higher than the 

voltage stress during the forward mode (DT,). This way, the clamp voltage sets automatically, 

according to the conditions during D’T, : 
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2! 
V, = KV, + a Ly - (3.9) 

s 

  

Then, during DT, , the ACL essentially behaves as an RCD clamp, clamping the switch voltage 

at Vin + Ve. 

If the condition (4.8) is not fulfilled, the converter will not operate properly. This is 

illustrated with the simulation results in Fig. 3.12. These results are obtained for N=1, K = 0.4, 

and V,,= 120. Here, a large clamp voltage is set by the conditions during the D7, , which 

causes a very steep slope of the inductor current during D'7, (the peak negative current 

reaches almost 300 A). In order to maintain charge balance, the clamp capacitor is then charged 

during the entire D7, . In the limiting case, no power is transferred to the output in this interval, 

and the desired output voltage is not achievable. 

3.4.2. Clamp Capacitor 

Assuming the circuit is designed properly and the condition given by (3.8) is satisfied, the 

design considerations for the clamp capacitor are the same as for the clamp capacitor in the ACL 

flyback converter. The operation of the ACL during DT, can be reasonably neglected. A one- 

half of the L,-C, resonant period (here, we have additional leakage inductance due to the 

transformer), should last longer than the maximum time during which both main switches are off: 

(D’ T,) 
= —_—__S"____, 3.10 

° (Lic + Lie /2) n? ( 

The clamp capacitance should not be larger than (3.10) requires, as it will only unnecessarily 

increase the size and cost of the clamp. 

The rms current through C, is essentially the same as for the ACL flyback converter, 

given by (2.16). C, again has to be of good quality, as /, can be quite high. 
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Figure 3.12: Example waveforms of an improperly designed ACL Weinberg 
converter. 
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3.4.3. Clamp Switch and Clamp Bridge Rectifier 

Voltage ratings of the clamp switch and clamp bridge rectifier are the same as for the 

main switches. All the devices operate at the circuit's conversion frequency - twice the 

frequency of the main switches. 

The rms current of the clamp switch can be calculated from (2.18), given for ACL flyback 

converter. This current is comparable to the rms currents of the main switches, since it operates 

at twice the frequency, and has a triangular shape. Therefore, the clamp switch should be of the 

same current rating as the main switches. 

3.4.4. Control of ZVS Range 

Similarly to the ACL flyback converter, the ZVS for an the ACL Weinberg converter can 

be controlled by either increasing the leakage inductance, or employing an external resonant 

inductor. For the SS ACL basic Weinberg converter the considerations are the same as for ACL 

flyback converter. For the SS ACL improved Weinberg converter two resonant inductors 

inserted between the transformer secondaries and main switches might perform better than one 

resonant inductor inserted between the coupled inductor and the transformer [15]. 

3.4.5. Conduction modes in ACL Weinberg converters 

It was explained in the previous chapter that the ACL flyback converter has no DCM 

mode of operation (provided that the clamp current is continuous). For the ACL Weinberg 

converter, the magnetizing current of the coupled inductor is always continuous, just as in the 

ACL flyback converter. However, the situation here is more complex, and can be explained 

using the three sets of characteristic waveforms shown in Fig. 3.13. 

The set (a) is for the case when the valley-value of the coupled inductors magnetizing 

current, /,, is zero (without the ACL, this would be a CCM-DCM boundary). The circuit operation 
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Characteristic waveforms for the ACL Weinberg converter for a very 
light load. 
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is the same as at the full-load conditions (except that there is no ZVS because of low current). 

The set (b) is for somewhat lower output power. Here, the /, goes below zero, and has 

two rising slopes. The first slope is resonant, and corresponds to the resonance between the 

transformer's Ly, (in series with much smaller coupled inductor’s L,,) and C, of the off-state 

switch. During this resonance, all output rectifiers are reverse-biased, and only after the 

resonance is finished does a rectifier turn on. The second slope is the regular linear rising slope 

determined by the coupled inductor’s L,,, and the voltage across it (Vj, - N V,). 

The third set (c) is for a very light load. The average /,, here is very close to zero, and 

the /,, rises in four steps. Since the peak negative value of the /,, is higher than in the previous 

case, the L,-C, resonance brings quickly the switch voltage to zero, while /,, is still negative. 

Then, /, linearly increases at the rate determined by V,/L,,, until reaching zero. From /,,=0 the 

resonance starts again until the transformer primary voltage reaches NV,. Only at this point one 

of the output rectifiers turns on. 

From this description, it follows that the ACL Weinberg converter operation is different 

from both a DCM and a CCM operation as we know it. Though the operating duty cycle for a 

very light load is much larger than it would be in DCM, it is still smaller than for a regular CCM. 

The detailed evaluation of the ACL Weinberg converter in this mode of operation is not 

performed here. 

3.5. Performance Evaluation 

Performance of the SS ACL basic Weinberg converter can be compared to the 

performance of the circuit employed in the Space Station, with the passive snubbers. The 

comparison data of the “relevant” losses for nominal operating conditions (Vj, = 140 V, 

V,. = 123 V), and for the full-load and 50 % load (P, = 6.25 kW, 3.125 kW), are summarized in 

Table 3.1. 
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From these results, the advantages and limitations of ACL can be assessed. At full ~ 

power, the clamp switch conduction loss is quite significant, thus reducing the advantages of the 

ACL. However, at 50 % load the efficiency increase is about 1.5 %. 

Real advantages of the ACL would show up at higher switching frequencies. Doubling 

the switching frequency, for example, would result in only slightly lower efficiency, but 

considerably reduced volume and weight. Another major advantage is that the turns ratios N 

and K could be selected equal thus eliminating discontinuity in the output current, without a need 

for a higher voltage rating switches. 

3.6. Conclusions 

In this chapter, properties and operation of the basic and improved Weinberg converters 

are presented. The improved Weinberg converter is shown to be very attractive for medium to 

high power space applications. An inherent disadvantage of this topology is a large amount of 

leakage inductance, which resonates with MOSFET output capacitance. At higher power levels 

the magnetic leakage energy has to be recovered if a high efficiency is to be achieved. 

Several ACL-realizations for the Weinberg topologies are presented. Those realizations 

and properties of the obtained ACL Weinberg converters are explained and illustrated using the 

example of a dc-dc Weinberg converter employed in the Space Station. A robust single-switch 

clamp realization for Weinberg converters used in space applications is proposed. The 

operation of the ACL circuit is analyzed in detail, and design guidelines are given. 

The ACL in the Weinberg converter provides recovery of the magnetic leakage energy, 

ZVS for all switches, minimum voltage stresses on switches, and partially eliminates the DCM 

mode of operation. It also allows a high switching frequency operation without a significant 

efficiency penalty. 
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4. SMALL-SIGNAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ACTIVE-CLAMP 

PWM CONVERTERS 

This chapter investigates effects of the ACL circuit on the small-signal properties of 

isolated ACL converters. In ACL forward converters, the resonance between C, and L, causes a 

dip in the magnitude of the control-to-output transfer function. The dip is particularly 

pronounced if the circuit is operated with the ZVS, and can severely limit the closed-loop control 

design. In this chapter, a new small-signal model that predicts the effect, and suggest ways of 

improving the circuit's dynamic properties. The ACL in flyback converters eliminates DCM 

operation. In those circuits, as well as in several other ACL converters, C, appears in parallel 

with the output filter capacitor and can influences the circuit’s small-signal properties only if the 

two have comparable capacitance. 

4.1. Small-Signal Characterization of Active-Clamp Forward 

Converters 

lt was mentioned in [8] that the reset voltage in ACL forward converters can oscillate at 

the frequency determined by the duty cycle and the L,,-C, resonant frequency. This section 

identifies the mechanism that couples this resonance to the output, presents a new small-signal 

model that predicts the phenomenon, and evaluates ways for elimination of its effects on circuit’s 

small-signal properties. 
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4.1.1. Average and Small-Signal Modeling of an Ideal ACL Forward 

Converter 

An average model of an ACL forward converter, which includes the magnetizing current, 

im, and the clamp capacitor voltage, v,, as system states, can be derived by using the state- 

space averaging approach. In an ideal ACL forward no damping due to circuit’s parasitic 

resistances are considered, and high-frequency dynamics due to Ly, and C, are neglected. 

The equivalent circuits for an ideal ACL forward converter in the continuous conduction 

mode (CCM) for D7; and D’ 7, are shown in Fig. 4.1(a). The average model is shown in Fig. 

4.1(b). The equations for the average model are: 

di dVin 

  

L—= -V, (4.1.a) 
at N 

Wij, (4.1.b) 
at R 

di , 
| a = d Vin —- d Ve ’ (4.1 .C) 

dv 1s 
Cy Ht = d'im. (4.1.d) 

with the steady-state solutions: 

V DVin DV 
{= V =——_ _Im=0 VY =—. 4.1.e 

R N ” ° ON G12) 

A small-signal model of an ideal ACL forward converter can be obtained by linearization at the 

operating point: 

gq_ 1 g 4 Pvin , Vind , (4.2.a) 
at L N N 

dv 1 (i v) ov __AfG_V) 4.2.b 
dt C\'’ R 4-20) 

dim 1 * or ~ “ <* =-—_(D'io -Ved + DVin +Vn a), (4.2.c) 
dt bm 

dv, 1 “ 
— = —D' in, 4.2.d 
dtc,” (4-2-0) 
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Figure 4.1. Equivalent circuits during D Ts and D' Ts , and average large-signal 
model on the ACL forward converter without parasitics. 
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In (4.2) “"” denotes the perturbed variable and the uppercase letters denote the operating point. © 

System eigenvalues are: 

Pu2= >| Rew! LC 

2 

Al 4 py WA ROWE g=4) (4.3.a) 

. D' 
p34 = +j————. 

bm Ce 

The first pair of complex poles, p; 2, is due to the output filter, and it is the same as for a simple 

(4.3.b) 

buck converter. The second pair, p34, is due to the L,, - C, resonance. 

From the average model shown in Fig. 4.1(b), it is obvious the input impedance of this 

circuit (Zin = Vin iin ) depends onL,, and C,. This is because /,, is a part of the input current, ji,. 

The zeros of z;, are the system poles given by (4.3): 21.2 (Zin) = P12, aNd Z3,4 (Zin) = P34. The poles 

of zj, are derived from (4.2) as: 

P1(Z;) = a (4.4.a) 

. D’ 
P23 (z;) = +) ——————— (4.4.b) 

(Lm + N?L) C. 

where p> 3(Zj,) is due to the L,-C, resonance. Two input impedance curves obtained from the 

ideal model (4.3) are shown in Fig. 4.2(a). Parameters of the experimental forward converter 

given in Appendix A are used for simulation. The solid line is the impedance for the regular 

PWM mode of operation. Here, L,» is much larger than the reflected filter inductance, N7L; 

therefore, the complex poles p23 (Zj,) and complex zeros z3,4(Z,) (system poles) effectively 

cancel. 

The dashed line graphs z,, for ZVS operation where L,, is reduced to Lyj»zs. and C, is 

increased to Cons (for 10 % AV), in accordance with (2.11). The frequency of Z3 4 (Zin) does not 

change, but the frequencies of p23(zin,) reduces because of N*L term. The L,-C, resonance 
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Figure 4.2. Predictions of the model without parasitic damping resistors. (a) input 
impedance, and (b) control-to-output TF. 
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reduces z,, at higher frequencies. A dip in z;, at the frequency of the system poles p34 might be ~ 

of concern if a two-stage input filter were employed, since the frequency of the p34 pole pair is 

likely to be close to the filter's secondary-stage resonant frequency. This might result in 

undesired interaction at the input filter - power stage interface and cause system stability 

problems. 

The output circuit in Fig. 4.1(b) (lower part), is decoupled from the input circuit (upper 

part), and is the same as for a forward converter without a clamp (or a buck converter if N= 1). 

Therefore, the output filter states v and i depend only on the input voltage, and not on Ly and Cg, 

or their states. This is confirmed in Fig. 4.2(b), which shows the control-to-output (Gg,) TF for an 

ideal ACL forward converter for both modes of operation. 

In real ACL forward converters, however, the L,-C, resonance does affect the Gy, TF. 

Figure 4.3 shows the measured G,, on the experimental ACL forward converter for regular PWM 

and ZVS operations. Because of damping that exists in the L,,- C, resonant circuit, p34 and the 

complex zeros that L, and C, produce in the Gy, TF, 212 (Gg) do not perfectly cancel. Instead, 

Z12(Gyy), which are not analytically expressed here due to their great complexity, occur before 

P34, which causes a dip in the Gyw’‘s magnitude. This dip is hardly noticeable in regular PWM 

operation. However, it is of much greater significance for ZVS operation, where z;2(Gg,) move 

from the left-half plane (LHP) to the right-half plane (RHP). This creates an additional 360° of 

phase delay. The following has been observed on the experimental circuit: 

e the move of Z;2(Gu) from the LHP to the RHP happens during the ZVS resonant transition 

(time interval fs - fo). 

¢ 212(Gug,) RHP stay in the RHP regardless of the output current, as long as CCM is maintained. 

e the observed phenomena in Gy, is also present when a large aluminum cap is added at the 

output. Tested values ranged from 100 pF to 4700 uF. 
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Figure 4.3. Measurements of the Gdv TF of the ACL forward converter in regular 
and ZVS modes of operation, and with Cc designed for 210% switch 
voltage ripple. 
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For stable operation of the ZVS ACL forward converter it is, therefore, necesary to have ~ 

the loop-gain crossover frequency below the frequency of p3,. Figure 4.4 shows how too large a 

value of C,, designed for only a few percent AV,, severely limits the attainable control 

bandwidth. 

4.1.1. Small-Signal Modeling of ACL Forward Converters with Parasitic 

Damping Resistors 

Figure 5.5(a) shows a circuit diagram of an ACL forward converter with primary parasitic 

damping resistors. The parallel resistance, R,, represents the transformer core loss and is 

typically large (Several kQ). The series resistance, R,, represents the transformer copper loss 

and is typically very small (< 19). The average model for this circuit with CCM operation is 

shown in Fig. 4.5(b). A small-signal model is again obtained by linearization at the operating 

point. The PSpice program code for the small-signal model is given in the Appendix. 

The characteristic impedance of the L,-C, resonant circuit for regular and ZVS 

im imzs 

Zmc = , 2 = | : 4.5 mc C. Mc ZVS Cons ( ) 

For regular operation, Zmc is high (258 ©) and is damped by R,. Contribution of a small R, to the 

operations are given by: 

    

damping in this case is negligible. For ZVS operation Z,,¢z5 is much lower (17.8Q). The 

resonance is much less damped by R,, and more by Rg. 

However, a much more significant role of R, is that it couples the L,,- C, resonance to the output. 

R, decreases the effective voltage across the output filter, as it can be seen from the average 

model. Since this voltage decrease depends on jj, it also depends on the /,,, and on Lp». 

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the prediction of the Gy, TF by the developed model for regular 

operation and for ZVS operation and for 10 % AV;. The values of R, and Rg are estimated at 
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Figure 4.5. The ACL forward converter with parasitic damping resistors Rp and 
Rs. (a) circuit diagran, and (b) an average, large-signal model of the 
circuit. 
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4 kQ and .8 ©, respectively. For regular operation the effect of the L,,- C, resonance on the Gy — 

TF can be observed only in Fig. 4.7 (for very low for AV; ) which is in a close agreement with the 

measurements shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. The dip in the the Gy, TF’s magnitude is much more 

pronounced in ZVS operation, which is also in a close agreement with the measurements. 

However, for ZVS operation this model does not predict the move of the complex zeros 

in the Gy TF from the LHP to the RHP. It is the ZVS resonant transition (time interval f5- % in 

Fig. 2.2) that introduces additional series damping, and causes this effect. Modeling of this 

phenomenon deserves special attention and will be addressed in a separate paper. 

Nevertheless, this model clearly demonstrates that the attainable bandwidth in the ZVS 

mode of operation is limited practically to the frequencies below p34. If this bandwidth is too low 

for a certain application, then one of the following steps should be considered: 

e Decreasing C,: Allowing a higher switch voltage ripple will increase the frequency of p34, 

thus allowing a higher control bandwidth. Smaller values of C, are also desirable to avoid a 

possibility of transformer core saturation [20]. 

e External damping of the L,,-C, resonance: A properly designed RC snubber placed 

across C, will bring the zeros back from the RHP to the LHP. This is shown in Fig. 4.8 for two 

different values of the RC-snubber capacitor. The damping of the L,-C, resonance allows the 

loop-gain crossover frequency to be higher than the frequency of p34. However, proper snubber 

design can be difficult because C, is very small. For example, Zmcons iS 17.8 while the 

impedance of C, at the switching frequency (100 kHz) is 7.2.Q. In order to avoid an excessive 

power dissipation in the RC snubber, its resistor shuld be several times larger than the C,’s 

impedance at the switching frequency. This in turn reduces the available damping of the L,-C, 

resonance. An another simple disadvantage of using an RC damping snubber compared to 

simply reducing C, is higher cost and higher parts count. 
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Figure 4.8. Measurements showing damping of the Lm - Cc resonance by an RC 
snubber placed across Cc. 
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4.2. Small-Signal Characterization of Active-Clamp Flyback 

Converters 

Two topological modes of the ACL flyback converter, for the D7, and for the D'T are 

shown in Fig. 4.9. During D 7, the magnetizing inductance is charged from the source, while the 

output is decoupled. During D'7; the clamp capacitance effectively appears in parallel to the 

output capacitor, thus decreasing the circuit’s resonant frequency: 

O oa © ————. (4.6) 
Lm(C +K? Ce] 7 

Figure 4.10 shows Gg, TF measurements for the experimental ACL flyback converter 

(Section 2.2.4), and with the parameters given in Appendix A. Measurements are performed for 

four different values of C,. The results show that increasing the value of C, decreases the 

resonant frequency of the circuit, as predicted by (4.6). If the flyback converter with the ACL is 

to have the same contro! bandwidth as the one without the ACL, the compensator zero has to be 

at a lower frequency. This in turn extends the settling time of the system. 

A RHP zero in the G,, TF of the flyback converter, given by: 

D'?R 

D(Lm/K?} 

is unchanged by the ACL. Due to L, there are some additional high-frequency dynamics 

Simp © (4.7) 

appearing in the Gy TF. However, this has no practical significance as the small-signal 

characteristic of the flyback converter are regularly determined the frequency of the RHP zero . 

Figure 4.11 shows another set of measured Gy, TFs. The two curves that are close 

together illustrate the impact of L, used for controlling the ZVS range. L, introduces more 

damping in the circuit through the mechanism of duty cycle loss. This is very similar to the 

situation for the phase-shift FB converters presented in [24]. The loss of duty cycle decreases 
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Figure 4.9. Two equivalent circuits of the ACL flyback converter. 
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the frequency of the RHP zero. The effective duty cycle for the ACL flyback converter with ~ 

controlled ZVS range is given in [18], and it can be used to calculate the new frequency of the 

RHP zero. 

The third TF in Fig. 5.11 is measured when a 1000 pF aluminum capacitor is added to 

the output. In this case, K?C, in (5.6) is much smaller than C, and the impact of C, on the 

circuit’s dynamics is negligible. 

To conclude, the most significant impact of the ACL in the flyback converter is the 

elimination of the DCM operation, which was explained in Section 2.2.1. The C, should be 

considered in the closed-loop control design only if K?C, is comparable to the output 

capacitance C.. 

4.3 Other ACL Converters 

Very similar considerations to those discussed above (for the ACL flyback converter) are 

valid for the ACL Weinberg converter [15] and isolated ACL boost converter (push-pull of full- 

bridge) [25]. It was explained in the previous chapter that the ACL operation in the Weinberg 

converter closelly resembles that of the ACL in the flyback converter, though it does not result in 

the complete elimination of DCM operation. The ACL eliminates DCM operation in isolated 

boost converters [25] C, in these circuits again adds to the output filter’s C, and should be 

considered in the control design only if the two have a comparable capacitance.. 
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5.4. Conclusions 

This chapter investigated effects of the ACL circuit on the small-signal properties of 

isolated ACL converters. 

In ACL forward converters, clamps’s C, resonates with transformer’s L,, during the off- 

state of the main switch. It was shown that this resonance couples to the output, causing a dip in 

the control-to-output TF. The transformer series parasitic resistance is identified as the source of 

the coupling, and a new small-signal model that predicts this effect is derived using state-space 

averaging. The coupling effect for regular PWM operation is hardly noticeable because the Ly,- 

C, resonance is well damped. However, this resonance for ZVS operation is much less damped, 

resulting in more severe consequences. The short ZVS resonant transition time introduces 

additional series damping which moves the complex zeros due to L,, and C, from the LHP to the 

RHP, causing an excessive phase lag. This limits the attainable control bandwidth of the 

system. It was demonstrated that the dynamic characteristic can be improved by reducing C, - 

allowing a higher switch voltage ripple, or by employing an RC damper across C,. 

The ACL in flyback converters eliminates the discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) of 

operation. There, as well as in the ACL Weinberg and isolated ACL boost converters, C, 

appears in parallel with output filter's C. It and can influences the circuit’s small-signal properties 

only if it has a comparable capacitance to C. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis addresses issues related to the use of an active clamp (ACL) circuit in high- 

frequency PWM converters with an electrical isolation. 

Existing design guidelines and design trade-offs for the ACL in forward and flyback 

converters are reviewed, and specific properties of both circuits that are caused by the ACL are 

highlighted. Based on the obtained results, a robust single-switch active clamp (SS ACL) for the 

Weinberg converter is developed and evaluated using the Weinberg converter employed in the 

Space Station as an example. The ACL in the Weinberg converter provides recovery of the 

magnetic leakage energy, ZVS for all switches, and minimum voltage stresses on switches. 

Therefore, it allows a reliable high switching frequency operation without a significant increase of 

the switching losses. This makes the ACL Weinberg converter a prime candidate for high- 

voltage, high-power space distribution systems. 

The Thesis also investigates effects of the ACL circuit on the small-signal properties of 

isolated ACL converters. In ACL forward converters, the resonance between C, and L,, causes a 

dip in the magnitude of the control-to-output TF. The dip is particularly pronounced if the circuit 

is operated with the ZVS, and can severely limit the closed-loop control design. This thesis 

presented a new smali-signal model that predicts the effect, and suggested ways of improving 

the circuit’s dynamic properties. The ACL in flyback converters eliminates DCM operation. In 

those circuits, as well as in several other ACL converters, C, appears in parallel with the output 

filter capacitor and can influences the circuit's small-signal properties only if the two have 
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comparable capacitance. The dynamic characterization of the ACL Weinberg converter should ~ 

be further investigaded for very light loads - where the peak-to-peak value of the inductor's 

magnetizing current is larger than the one-half of average magnetizing current. 
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APPENDIX A 

Parameters of the experimental! ACL forward converter: 

N=2; C=80uF; £=35 pH 

tm=1mMH; Lmzvs=70 WH; Ly =600 nH; 

C, = .018 pF (for 10% AV;), 150 pF (for very small AVs), 

Cens=.22 UF (for 10 % AVs), 2 pF (for very small AVs), 

Parameters of the experimental ACL flyback converter: 

K=3, C=60pF 

bm=215 pH; Co=2 pF 

Le=2.3 LH; Lr=7 LH; 
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APPENDIX B 

PSpice Program for Small-Signal Simulation of ACL Forward Converters with Parasitic 

Damping Resistors. 

param Vin=120V, V=28V, N =2,R =4 

.param Ts =10e-6, Lm = 70e-6, Cc = .22e-6 

.param Rs =.8, Rp =4e3, Rps = {Rp/(Rs+Rp)} 

.param | = {V/R} 

.param D = {(Rs+Rp)*V*N*N*R/(Rp*N*R*Vin-Rs*Rp*V)} 

.param Vc = {Vin*D*N*N*R/(1-D)/(N*N*R+Rs*Rps*D)} 

* Settings for prediction of the control-to-output TF 

v_vin 1 0 ac 0 

Gi_d 1 0 value = {V(20)*Rps*I/N} 

Gi_i 1 0 value = {i(ViLf)*Rps*D/N} 

GiLim 1 0 value = {i(ViLm)*Rps*D} 

Em_vin 11 0 value = {V(1)*Rps*D} 

Em_d 2 11 value = {V(20)*Rps*(Vin-Rs*I/N+Vc)} 

Emi 2 22 value = {i(ViLf)*Rs*Rps*D/N} 

Em_ve 22 3 value = {V(44)*Rps*(1-D)} 

Vilm = 3 33 0 

Rm 33 4 value = {Rs*Rps} 

Lm 4 0 Lm 1 

Ge_im 0 44 value = {i(ViLm)*Rps*(1-D)} 

Gm_ve 44 0 value = {v(44)/(Rs+Rp)} 

Rec 44 0 10MEG 

Ce 44 0 Ce 1 

Ef vin 5 0 value = {V(1)*Rps*D/N} 

Ef_d 55 5 value = {V(20)*Rps*(Vin/N-Rs*I/N/N)}; 

Ef im 55 6 value = {i(ViLm)*Rs*Rps*D/N} 

ViLf 6 7 0 

Rf 7 77 value = {Rs*Rps*D/N/N} 

Lf 77 8 38u 

Cf 0 80u 

R 0 {R} 

v_d 20 0 ac {1/2.8}; Excitation for duty cycle 

rd 20 0 1e7 

AC DEC 133 100Hz 100KHz 

.Probe 

.End 
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